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ALIVE ON THE PAGE 
PAYING ATTENTION TO DAVID FOSTER WALLACE 

 
The first and last parts of this essay originally appeared in Kill Your Darlings 6 (July-September 2011): 

135-143. The middle section, focusing on Infinite Jest, originally formed part of a lecture entitled 

„Pay Attention! The War Between  Concentration and Distraction in David Foster Wallace‟s Infinite Jest 
and Adam Kalkin‟s Tennis Academy,‟ delivered at the Ian Potter Museum of Art in September 2011.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 
 
 
SO THERE‟S THIS GUY — MIDDLE-AGED, MARRIED, FATHER OF 
three — who one day decides to end it all. He sticks his head in a 
microwave oven and cooks himself to death. His skull explodes 
under the pressure. His brain leaks onto the floor. His suicide devas-
tates his family and reserves a special torment for the son who re-
turned home from tennis practice to discover his father ‟s remains. 
But here‟s the kicker. The kid, later on, is haunted less by his grisly 
discovery than by the moment he entered the house and thought to 
himself, purely reflexively, “[t]hat something smelled delicious! ... That it‟d 
been four hours plus since lunchtime and I‟d worked hard and 
played hard and I was starved. That the saliva had started the minute 
I came through the door. That golly something smells delicious was my 
first reaction!” (256). 

This anecdote is the beating heart of David Foster Wallace‟s 
magnum opus, Infinite Jest, and, I think, the heart of Wallace‟s entire 
body of work. I love it: I love how precisely it balances horror with 
heartache and perversity with poignancy. That poor kid is otherwise 
a deeply thoughtful genius and a disciplined elite athlete, usually in 
complete control of mind and body, but as soon as he lets down his 
guard he is mugged by the signature weakness of the human animal: 
the conscious realisation that consciousness itself is imprisoned in a 
body too distracted by, and too eager to indulge in, the abundant 
stimuli of a deceptive world. When he vents his anguish, then, he 
illuminates the essential Wallaceness of Wallace‟s work — what 
makes that work distinctly his and very much worth the reading. 

Of course, Wallace tackled a wild array of subjects across three 
doorstopping novels, three story collections, two volumes of essays, 
and countless other occasional pieces. The ethics of boiling lobsters 
alive, the morality of the American porn industry, the physics of 
playing tennis in the winds of a tornado: he mastered them all and 
more besides. Looking back at his work now, though, it is clear that 
Wallace in fact obsessed himself with just one major subject and 
then dragged this range of other subjects into its orbit — and once 
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you know what that subject is and how it informs everything he 

wrote, you hold the key that allows you to enter whichever of his 
works might rouse your curiosity. 

In 2011, David Foster Wallace commanded the spotlight as 

never before. When a severe depressive episode led him to take his 
own life at the height of his powers in September 2008, he was 
working on a long, plotless novel comprised of dozens of character 

sketches of the wage slaves working in an IRS office in the Ameri-
can Midwest. Together with Wallace‟s notes on what that novel 
would have looked like if he had survived to complete it, those 

sketches appeared as The Pale King: An Unfinished Novel in April 2011, 
and that‟s when Wallace‟s closest admirers seized the opportunity to 
proclaim his genius to anyone who‟d listen. Esquire‟s Benjamin Al-

sup called „Saint David‟ the “greatest American writer of my genera-
tion” („Saint David‟). Jonathan Franzen, a friend of Wallace, put his 
adoration on record in The New Yorker („Farther Away‟). The Guardi-
an asked Wallace‟s widow, Karen Green, to discuss her husband‟s 
literary gifts and the emotional toll of his suicide (Adams). At The 
Awl, a Wallace critic entered the author‟s personal archives to ex-

plore the collection of self-help books he annotated with notes on 
mental illness (Bustillos). In The Atlantic, Wallace‟s editor recounted 
the anxiety and excitement of trawling through his friend‟s private 
papers to assemble The Pale King (Fassler). The appreciations flowed 

thick and fast, and a quick glance at Wallace‟s alternately charmed 
and troubled life shows where they were coming from. 

Wallace was your classic tortured genius. The son of two aca-

demics, one a professor of philosophy and the other a professor of 
English, he was raised in rural Illinois before he moved east to  
double-major in those two subjects at Massachusetts‟ Amherst Coll-

ege. At age twenty-five, he published his English thesis as his début 
novel, The Broom of the System, a dialogue-rich picaresque — the love-
child of William Gaddis‟ The Recognitions and Thomas Pynchon‟s The 
Crying of Lot 49 — about a young woman searching for her runaway 
grandmother while plagued with doubts as to whether she herself is 
a real person. Over the next twenty years, Wallace wrote scores of 

stories and essays that in some way similarly explored the symptoms 
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of the cultural schizophrenia of a postmodern America — ubiquitous 
advertising and entertainment, the commercialisation of everything, 
the prefabrication of the human experience — and followed the 
sufferers of those symptoms as they succumb to anomie, depress-
ion, substance abuse, and existential confusion. 

Wallace‟s breakthrough came in 1996, when he packed all the-
se interests and more into his megalithic second novel, Infinite Jest, 
with Kurt Vonnegut, Kathy Acker, and Don DeLillo joining Gaddis 
and Pynchon as powerful influences. Unfortunately, while writing 
the novel, Wallace himself succumbed to depression and substance 
abuse and then strove to overcome his problems with antidepres-
sants, years of counselling, and finally — desperately — shock ther-
apy. None of those remedies worked, as we learned in 2008, and, 
three years after his death, the publication of The Pale King enticed 
Wallace‟s most ardent admirers to reminisce on his tragedy. 

For me, though, it‟s an equal tragedy that those very admirers 
allowed Wallace‟s depression, addictions, and suicide to cast shad-
ows over his work. To use his biography to open a discussion of his 
literary legacy is to imply that the art that was his life‟s work is now, 
at best, an instrument with which to understand the life itself, a coded 
record of the symptoms of the illness that afflicted him. Yet there ‟s 
no real profit in using his work to understand his life unless you ‟re 
already interested in his life, and there‟s little chance you‟re interested 
in his life unless you‟ve already devoured his work. A circular logic 
is at play here; and, as that logic underpinned much media coverage 
of The Pale King, I imagine that readers unfamiliar with Wallace felt 
as if they‟d been left to observe him through the wrong end of a 
telescope. 

So: how to get closer to his work? And since he attracted a legion 
of writers who admired him and aped him in style and subject — 
Gary Shteyngart, Dave Eggers, Zadie Smith, and more — why turn 
to Wallace‟s work ahead of theirs? If they‟ve been drawn to many of 
the same subjects that captured Wallace‟s interest, what makes his 
work most worth reading? Looking farther afield than the subjects 
he wrote about, what was his output trying to do? 
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WORKING BEYOND THE SIMPLE IDENTIFICATION OF THE ONE 

major subject that unites, say, broadcast television, marital infidelity, 

substance abuse, Caribbean vacationing, viral marketing, pornogra-

phy, and workplace boredom, Wallace‟s sharpest skill — the skill 

that I think allows him to outshine Gaddis, Pynchon, DeLillo, et al — 

is his ability to explore these facets of that subject in a way that im-

plicates everyone touched by his work: the people he depicts, the 

readers he attracts, and the narrators hovering over the pages. That 

one subject is the contemporary inability to pay attention to anything 

meaningful when our minds are held captive inside an inattentive cor-

poreal shell and are forced to engage with a world that in turn capti-

vates us with an endless parade of tempting distractions. In Wallace ‟s 
work, nobody escapes these distractions — on or off the page. 

Nowhere is this clearer than in Infinite Jest. In 1996, just after he 

published that novel, Wallace embarked on a book tour in the com-

pany of the journalist and novelist David Lipsky. Over the course of 

several days, as the two men discussed a wide array of subjects relat-

ed to Infinite Jest, Wallace proved to be candid about what he hoped 

to achieve with such a self-consciously „difficult‟ novel and what he 

wanted the novel to do: 

 

I‟m talking about what it feels like to be alive. And how formal 

and structural stuff in avant-garde things I think can vibrate, can 

represent on a page, what it feels like to be alive right now. ... If 

your life makes linear sense to you, then you ‟re either very 

strange, or you might be just a neurologically healthy person — 

who‟s automatically able to decoct, organize, do triage on the 

amount [of stimuli] coming at you all the time. (Lipsky 40) 

 

[T]here‟s stuff that really good fiction can do that other forms of 

art can‟t do as well. And the big thing, the big thing seems to be, 

sort of leapin‟ over that wall of self, and portraying inner experi-

ence. And setting up... a kind of intimate conversation between 

two consciences. And the trick is gonna be finding a way to do 

it at a time... for a generation, whose relation to long sustained 

linear verbal communication is fundamentally [weaker than that 

of earlier generations]. I mean, one of the reasons why [Inf inite 
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Jest] is structured strangely is it‟s at least an attempt to be mimetic, 
structurally, to a kind of inner experience. (Lipsky 289-290) 

 
The novel totals some 1,079 pages with a main narrative that takes up 
about nine hundred pages of small text in tight margins while the last 
two hundred pages consist of more than three hundred endnotes in 
even smaller text and tighter margins. As such, the first and most ob-
vious thing to say about what it does to its readers is that it requires 
serious, prolonged effort to pay attention to it. “It can‟t be read at a 
crowded café, or with a child on one‟s lap,” says Wallace‟s fellow nov-
elist, Dave Eggers, in his foreword to the tenth anniversary edition of 
the book. “I spent about a month of my young life [reading it and]  
I did little else. And I can‟t say it was always a barrel of monkeys. It 
was occasionally trying. It demands your full attention” (ix). 

I agree. You can‟t devour it in a single sitting. You can try, but 
sooner or later your eyes will sting, your stomach will grumble, your 
body will crave sleep, your bladder will threaten to burst. You can 
try, but sooner or later you‟ll need to get up and go — to work, to 
shop — or you‟ll need to take a breather and listen to music or 
watch television, or you‟ll need to make, change, or keep your plans 
to meet up with others, friends, colleagues, in the world beyond the 
novel‟s pages. Infinite Jest, as a physical object, is so constituted as to 
compete for your attention with the demands of the body you inha-
bit and the stimuli of the world you occupy. Moreover, it competes 
with those things so strongly, and over such a length of time, that 
what it ends up calling to your attention is just how completely your 
attention is at the mercy of phenomena beyond your conscious con-
trol. At the core of Infinite Jest, then, is an issue that David Foster 
Wallace took, here and elsewhere, as the preeminent problem of 
human existence: what he calls, in The Pale King, “the terrible power 
of attention and what you pay attention to” (91). 

But there‟s much more than that to Infinite Jest. At the same 
time that the physical process of reading the novel foregrounds the 
problem of paying attention, the content of the novel — the narra-
tive, the characters, the prose — exacerbates the problem and, yes, 
draws attention to it. It does this primarily through its five major 
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narrative strands which range from spellbinding sensationalism to 
mind-numbing tedium and thus attract, test, and compete for your 
attention. Set in a post-apocalyptic America under a sort of dictator-
ship, the novel‟s broadest narrative strand tells the story of the cata-
clysm that has rendered the American northeast uninhabitable and 
resulted in the installation of a presidential demagogue. Roaming 
across this dystopian North America is a secretive cadre of wheelchair-
bound assassins, and so a slightly narrower narrative strand follows 
them as they canvass the continent in search of a weapon with 
which they intend to launch a terrorist attack. A third narrative 
strand focuses on the novel‟s absent centre, the film director James 
Incandenza, the guy who microwaved his own brains. Before he 
committed suicide some years prior to the narrative action, he supp-
osedly created a film so absorbing, so engrossing, that anyone who 
sits down to watch it will never stand up again, being so captivated 
by it that they feel compelled to watch it on an endless loop until 
their bodies give way and they expire. Then, tucked away in a corner 
of Boston, right on the habitable edge of the United States, is a 
halfway house for recovering drug addicts whose torturous stories 
are also told; and finally, next door to the halfway house, there is a 
Tennis Academy for dozens of young athletes whose exceptional 
sporting abilities are matched only by their unbelievable psychologi-
cal difficulties. 

Far from remaining disconnected, however, these five narra-
tive strands are bound together in various outlandish ways. The 
American dictatorship has annexed Canada as a de facto American 
state. The terrorists are Québécois separatists intent on attacking the 
American public in order to achieve independence for Quebec. The 
weapon they seek is the master copy of Incandenza ‟s fatal film, 
which they plan to broadcast nationwide to decimate the population. 
The problem is that they don‟t know where to find the master copy. 
Maybe it is hidden at the halfway house, where its lead actress — 
Incandenza‟s creative muse — has just checked herself in. Or may-
be it is located at the Tennis Academy, which was founded by In-
candenza and is now run by his widow and attended by his sons. 
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Ultimately, though, these narrative connections seem to me 
almost irrelevant — essential to the novel‟s plot, perhaps, but dis-
tractions from its performance — because the narrative as a whole 
remains unresolved, inconclusive, and thus leaves such connections 
to form a closed circuit that ends up ending nowhere. Then, in addi-
tion to these directionless connections, the novel is bloated with 
scores of parenthetical asides and long philosophical ruminations 
made up of sentences that unspool for hundreds of words at a 
stretch, and it is broken up by hundreds of endnotes that repeatedly 
drag you out of the main text, pull you ahead to the book ‟s final 
pages, and then leave you struggling to find where you left off so as 
to slip back into the story; and some of those endnotes even refer to 
earlier or later endnotes which you either have already read or have 
yet to read. Bottom line: Infinite Jest persistently disrupts its own flow 
with bursts of seemingly aimless prose and narrative distractions 
that toy with the attention of its readers. Concentration and distrac-
tion are at war with one another in the act of reading Infinite Jest as 
well as in the events described in its pages. As you read it, you are 
alternately forced and enticed to look back over the ground you 
have covered, or to glance ahead to unexplored territory, in each 
case diverting your attention from what is right before your eyes. 

When this happens, and when this is how the novel competes 
with bodily impulses and worldly stimuli in search of your attention, 
you share in the same fundamental experience as the characters in-
troduced in Infinite Jest. At some stage or another, almost every char-
acter falls victim to paying attention to something that distracts 
them from answering their more immediate needs. Here is a film so 
engrossing that its viewers neglect to honour their obligations to 
themselves and the world around them. Here is a motley crew of 
drug addicts who detail the minutiae of life in a halfway house in 
order to distract themselves from the ready availability of drugs 
around them and from the cravings they feel in their veins. Here is 
James Incandenza committing suicide — the microwave, the splitt-
ing scalp, the liquidised brain — and now here is his son, Hal, re-
turning home from tennis practice to discover his father ‟s remains, 
stepping into the house and unwittingly craving the grey matter. 
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Hal Incandenza offers an extreme example of what I am trying 
to identify here, insofar as he suffers a series of bodily impulses trigg-
ered by the worldly stimuli of a grotesque sort of well-cooked meal. 
Still, what Hal remembers, what he pays attention to after the fact 
when he discusses his discovery with the people around him, is not 
the horror of what he discovered but the horror of how he himself 
behaved in the moment of the discovery. Hal lives as if he is always 
watching himself perform in the movie of his own life. He cannot 
be here, now, living in the present moment; he sees himself as a 
spectacle observed by spectators, as a source of distraction who 
captures the attention of others engaged in their own struggle with 
bodily impulses and worldly stimuli. And, for David Foster Wallace, 
this sort of infinite regress of paying attention, this phenomenon in 
which one finds one‟s attention drawn to the fact that the attention 
of others has been drawn to oneself, is, at one and the same time, 
the ultimate horror, the ultimate thrill, and the ultimate joke. He 
literalises it in Infinite Jest when he describes one of Incandenza‟s 
films in which a camera located inside a cinema runs a live feed 
straight up to the screen, so that the film consists of the audience 
watching itself watch itself ad infinitum and ends only when the irate 
audience members storm out. And, perhaps most memorably, he 
pursues it to an overwhelming extreme when he describes an incred-
ible game played by the athletes at the Tennis Academy. 

The game is called Eschaton. You take a tennis court and 
broadcast a map of the world on it. Players form small teams and 
position themselves on the map in order to stake out a particular 
territory. Then, using tennis balls to simulate thermonuclear weap-
ons, players launch strikes at the territories of opposing teams. The 
aim of the game is to annihilate as much enemy territory as possible 
while also defending your own territory from annihilation; but, in 
Infinite Jest, Wallace doesn‟t just describe the game as an observer 
watching it from outside. Instead, he crawls inside the heads of the 
players in order to detail their anxieties, their strategies, their confu-
sions, their frustrations — their distractions — as they wage war on 
one another, as they launch defences against incoming strikes, as 
they target their opponents, as they deal with bodily injuries that 
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impede their playing, as they consider whether their opponents can 
tell that they are exhausted or high on drugs, and as they too att-
empt to crawl inside the heads of the people around them — to 
figure out how they themselves are seen by their opponents, to con-
sider how their opponents will accordingly alter their playing styles — 
all the while also attempting to just hit the damn balls. So bodies ache, 
balls zoom past, territories are lost and gained, strategies based on 
past games are devised and guesses at future developments are 
made, and through it all the reader struggles to discern the broader 
scenario from the overabundance of details. Eschaton, then, be-
comes something like a microcosm of the whole of Infinite Jest, alive 
with energy, almost vibrating, unleashing so much attention-grabbing 
activity that one does not know where to look — and, in attempting 
to gain some sort of focus despite the novel‟s efforts to resist it, one 
finds one‟s attention folding back from the book onto oneself, onto 
the extent to which one‟s capacity to pay attention is beyond con-
scious control. 
 
 
FOR WALLACE, I THINK, THIS LACK OF CONSCIOUS CONTROL OVER 
one‟s own attention is lamentable and his goal is to encourage a  
reassertion of control. Throughout his work, he recurrently gravi-
tates towards people whose attention is held hostage to bodily im-
pulses and worldly stimuli, and he does so to warn against the des-
pair that awaits the undisciplined, susceptible mind. He stated as 
much quite plainly in his 2005 address to the graduates of Kenyon 
College, posthumously published as This Is Water. “Learning how to 
think,” he said, “means being conscious and aware enough to choose 
what you pay attention to” (53-54). “If I don‟t make [that] conscious 
decision... I‟m gonna be pissed and miserable” (77). 

Here, of course, I means you; and so, impressively, Wallace 
doesn‟t allow any distance between his distracted characters and his 
readers because he structures his work to cajole readers into sharing 
the experience of distraction. When he obscures or postpones arriv-
ing at the point of whatever subject he‟s writing about — as he does 
on almost every page — how closely can you pay attention to the 
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digressions he dishes out in the meantime? He wants you to want 
him to be more focused and purposeful than he actually is in writing 
about whatever he‟s writing about, and he wants you to not know 
what to do with all the loose, disconnected details he offers instead. 
More than that, he wants to draw your attention to the very frustra-
tion and confusion he tries to brew inside you. His story „Octet,‟ 
collected in Brief Interviews with Hideous Men, is classic Wallace: he 
presents a series of fictional moral dilemmas and explicitly asks his 
readers to respond to each one, and then he writes himself into the 
story as a character who asks readers to respond to the brazen manipu-
lation of their moral sentiments by the fiction they have just read. 

What makes his work truly special, though, is the extra dimen-
sion it opens up when he allows his narrators to emerge as victims of 
the very distraction that troubles his characters and his readers alike. 
Whether they only observe the narrative action or are characters 
embroiled in it, or even if they are veiled versions of Wallace him-
self, Wallace‟s narrators tend to be just as unsure about what to pay 
attention to as the people whose stories they narrate. When drug 
addicts get high in Infinite Jest, the narrator doesn‟t focus solely on 
how their addictions affect their lives: he painstakingly details the 
chemical makeup of the drugs they take, page after page after page. 
When the narrator of The Pale King drifts from one luckless account-
ant to another as they struggle to make “meaningful choice[s]... in 
herding, corralling, and organizing [a] torrential flow of info” (240), 
he undergoes the very same struggle: he depicts their characteristics 
in unfathomable detail, but with as much attention given to the 
most insignificant details as to the most crucial. 

What makes Wallace interesting is precisely this: how he toys 
with the very idea of being interested in, and paying attention to, 
anything at all — and, with that being the overarching project of all 
the work he left behind, his project reaches a fitting conclusion with 
The Pale King. No, it‟s not by design that the novel is only a skeleton 
of what Wallace intended, or that its final pages consist literally of 
Wallace‟s bare-bones notes on what would‟ve been if he‟d lived to 
finish it. Still, since he did design a decades-long dissection of dis-
traction which extended into everything he wrote, The Pale King sits 
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comfortably beside his earlier work when it collapses into a comm-
entary on the sort of novel it wanted to be but never quite became. 
“[D]ullness is associated with psychic pain,” he writes in its pages, 
“because something dull... fails to provide enough stimulation to 
distract people from some other, deeper type of pain that is a lways 
there” (85). The lives of tax administrators being decidedly dull, the 
novel unearths the stimuli with which its characters distract them-
selves from the pain of their own dullness. But then, the novel is 
itself a source of stimulation offering a distraction from dullness — 
for its readers as well as for the person who put it together — and 
so, once again, the surface subject of a single Wallace book becomes 
a facet of the one major subject that obsessed its author, distilling 
his lifelong project into a work fragmented by a life cut short. If we 
as readers are then distracted by certain details wedged into foot-
notes or parentheses, that‟s because Wallace‟s narrators are so over-
whelmed by their own godlike knowledge of whatever subject they‟re 
discussing that they can‟t discuss it calmly. Nothing escapes their 
attention, and that‟s exactly their problem; they tie themselves in 
knots as they try to distinguish what matters from what‟s beside the 
point. Since the writers who influenced and have been influenced by 
Wallace tend to avoid this extra dimension, this is, for me, what 
makes him most worth reading. The genius of Wallace‟s work is that 
it reads like the work of a genius in intellectual meltdown, slathering 
words across the page with as much difficulty in concentrating on 
the important things as the people he writes about and the people 
who read what he‟s written. 
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